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1. Introduction
In [3] DE GROOT and AARTS have shown how to construct a Hausdorff
compactification X* of a topological space X , given that X has a subbase
for the closed sets satisfying certain "screening" properties. The con-
struction involves an intermediate, not necessarily Hausdorff, oompacti-
fieation X' , and then X * is a natural quotient space of X'. In this paper
it is assumed that the collection S of all closed connected subsets of X
is a subbase sa t isfy ing the necessary screening properties, and then the
local connectedness of X' and X* is studied.
BANASCHEWSKI [1] has given a condition on the neighborhood filters
of any extension space E of a space X which is useful in studying the
local connectedness of E. In particular, HENRIKSEN and ISBELL [6] used
Banaschewski's condition in showing that the Stone-Cech compactification
is locally connected (lc) iff X is lo and pseudo compact. The compacti-
fication X*, unlike the Stone-Cech compactification, does not necessarily
sa t isfy Banasohewski's condition, but X' does.
In section 3, necessary and sufficient conditions are given first for X'
to be both lo and Hausdorff. Then necessary and sufficient conditions
are given for X' to be lc.
In section 4, a necessary and sufficient condition is given for X* to be
lc and sat isfy Banaschewski's condition. It is shown that if X' is lc then
X* satisfies this condition. Assuming X* does not satisfy Banaschewski's
condition, two conditions are given which imply X* is not lo. I don't
know if X* can be lc without satisfying Banaschewski's condition.
Section 2 is denoted to preliminaries.
A more general discussion of de Groot-Aarts compactifications (GA
compactifications) as well as some conditions for X* to be lo when [/
is less restricted are given in [5].
The author is indebted to J. de Groot for numerous discussions and
suggestions concerning the subject of this paper. The author is further
indebted to G. J ensen who has read the proofs of section 3 and contributed
several suggestions. Albert Verbeek-Kronenberg has been kind enough to
check the proofs in section 4. Any errors remaining are entirely the author's.
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2. Preliminaries
We say that a collection t'(j of subsets of a set X screen A and B such
that A n B = 0 if there exists a finite cover of X by members of t'(j such
that no member of the cover meets both A and B. We call ('(j' normal
if it screens any two of its own members which are disjoint. t'(j is regular
if it screens any A E t'(j from any {x} such that x E X\A.
If .7 is a regular and normal subbase for the closed sets of a topological
space X, de Groot and Aarts let X' be the collection of all maximal
centered systems of members of .7, with the topology generated by
S' = {S': S E.7 and S' = {;-' EX': S E;-'}}. The natural embedding of X
in X' is 'V. Every ;-' E X' is enlarged to a linked system ;-* = {S E .7: S
meets every member of ;'}. This produces an equivalence relation on X'
and X* is the quotient space with quotient map n The natural embedding
of X in X* is p,='V 0 n, The natural subbase for the closed sets of X* is
.7* = {S*: S E .7 and S* = {;-* : S E;-*}}.
The collection .7={S: S E.7 and S=clx*(S)}. See [5] for relationships
between .7', .7, .7*, and n which are related to screening properties.
J. DE GROOT initiated the study of screening properties when .7 consists
of closed connected sets in [4]. In this case he calls X connectedly generated
(cg). In [7], it is shown that the collection of all closed connected sets
is normal if X is lc and normal with respect to closed connected sets (nwc).
By nwc, we mean every pair of disjoint closed connected sets are contained
in disjoint open sets. It is also shown in [7] that if X is cg and Hausdorff
then X is lc and regular iff the collection of all closed connected sets is
regular.
In the remainder of this paper we assume X is connected cg, and
Hausdorff, that .7 is the collection of all closed connected sets, and that
.7 is normal. Of course normality of .7 implies .7 is regular.
If X is dense in E and ;- E E then the neighborhood trace filter of ;- is
{o: there exists P such that P is open in E, ; E P, and O=X n P}.
We denote the trace filter of;- by dt;. Banaschewski calls dt; connected
provided for any 0 U P Edt; such that 0 and P are disjoint open sets,
either 0 or P is a member of dt;. Banaschewski proved that, if every
dt; is connected, then E is lc iff X is lc and each dt; has a basis of connected
sets. The key to the proof is that every dt; is connected iff the trace
on X of every open connected set in E is connected.
3. The local connectedness oi X'
Theorem 1. X' is lc and Hausdorff iff .7 screens finite intersections
of members from members.
Remark. Of course it may be that X' is lc but not Hausdorff. For
that situation we have
Theorem 2. X' is lc iff whenever S is a finite union of members of
.7 and T is a finite intersection of members of .7 such that T n S =1= 0,
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then T meets at most a finite number of components of the complement
of S, (SO).
In order to prove these two theorems we need the following lemma.
Lemma. The neighborhood trace filters of X' are connected.
Proof of the lemma. It will suffice to assume that SI, ... , Sn are
n
members of'</, St¢:~'EX', i=I,2, ... ,n, and (USt)O is the union of
1
two disjoint open sets 0 1 and O2 , and then prove that either 0 1 or O2
is in .91( . For each t.: 1, . . . , n, and i> 1,2, let j8t be the closure in X
of the component of S, in Si V OJ. Sinc e X = U j8i , some j08io E r. Assume
t .1
jo= 1, then no 28i is a member of r. So 0 1 E d t( .
Proof of theorem 2. If~' E X ' and 0 Edt( then we can find a
finite intersection T of members of ~' , and a finite union S of members
of ,</ such that S n T=0, and So C O. If we let 0 1, ... , On be the com-
ponents of So that T meets, then some 0 10 E f. Thus 0 10 nTis a finite
m
intersection of ~'. If S= U St such that S, E [I' for i= 1, ... , m , let 8i be
1 m
the closure in X of the component of St in O~. Then Oio= (U 8i )0, Oio E .91( ,
1
and Oio C O. By Banaschewski's theorem, X ' is thus Ie. Conversely, let
T and S be a finite intersection and a finite union, respectively, of members
of ,</ such that T n S = O. Since clX'(T) is compact, and So E de' for
every t E clx·(T) , we can find ~1' , .. . , ~n' and 01, ... , On such that for
i= 1, . .. , n , ~t· E clx·(T) , O, is open and connected in X' ~t' E O«,
n n
clx·(T) C U o; and T C X n U o. C So. Since the neighborhood trace
1 1
filters of X' are connected, each O, n X is connected for i = 1, ... , n. So
T meets only a finite number of components of So.
Proof of theorem 1. [f [I' screens finite intersections from mem-
bers, then, by theorem 6 of [5], 'JT, is a homeomorphism so X' is Hausdorff.
Also , under our assumptions on [1', connected unions of members of [I'
are members of [1', so we may apply corollary 2 of [5] to see X'( =X*) is lc.
Conversely, if X ' is Hausdorff and lc, then X' is regular; so we may
choose the Ot's occurring in the proof of theorem 2 above in such a way
that X n O, n S = O. Applying theorem 4.1 of [7], we see that ,</ screens
finite intersections of members from members.
Corollary. If X' is lo then X* is lo and the neighborhood trace
filters of X* are connected.
Proof. As Gleason has pointed out a quotient of an lc space is lc.
Thus we need only see that, if X' is le, then the neighborhood filters
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of X* are connected. As in the proof of the lemma, it will suffice to see
that if 81, ... , Sn are members of [/' such that for all i Si ¢:. ~* and
n(U Sd c = 0 u P where 0 and P are disjoint open sets, then 0 or P is in
1
dt;*. Let R l , ... , R m be members of [/' such that for all j, RJ ¢:. s: and
n m m
U Si C (U RJ)O, (the interior of U RJ) . Let T1, ... , T m be members of e
1 11
such that, for all j, RJ n '1'J= 0. Then, since X' is Ie, n TJ meets only a
m 1
finite number of compo nents of (U Rj)c. So the closure of some component,
m 1
say C, of (U RJ)Cis a member of ~' . But C is a subset of either 0 or P .
1
Assume ceo. Then, if Sl is the closure in X of t he component of S,
III t», for i= 1, ... , n ; we have St n C=0. Thus 0 E d t;*.
4. The local connectedness 01 X*
T heo re m 3. The following are equ ivalent.
1. X * is lo and t he neighborhood trace filters of X* are connected.
2. [/' is regular.
3. Fo r each 8 E.:7, 8=clx*(S) =S*.
Re ma r k . That 2 and 3 are eq uivalent for any regular normal subbase
.:7 is shown in [5]. That 2 implies X * is lo follows from theorem 7 of [5].
The rest of the proof depends on the following lemma.
Lemma 1. There exists 8 E .:7 such tha t 8* =1=8 iff there exists 81, 8 2 ,
'I', and T 2 all member's of.:7 such that Sl n S2= 0, S, n T t=l=0 for i= 1,2;
and T = T l n T 2 meet s an infini te number of components of Sc= (81 u 8 2)c.
Furthermore, if there exists S E [/' such that S* =1=8 then there exists
;* E X* such that , for some 0 E dt;* , 0 has an infinite number of com-
ponents none of which is in dt;*.
Proof of lemm a 1. Let S E.:7 and ~* E X * be such that ~* E (S* -8).
m
Th us, there exist RI, .. ., R n E.:7 such that S C URi an d s: ¢:. R i * for
1
i= 1, ... , n . Since 8 is connected we may assume tha t t he Rt's are ordered
k
such that, for 1<. k< n, we have U Ri n ilk+! =1= 0. Let m be the first
1
m m- l
integer such t hat ~* E (U Rl)* . Let Q1= U R; and let Q2 = Rm . Let T l Ee
1 1
be such that Ql n T 1= 0, and let T 2E r be such that Q2 n T 2= 0. Screen
Qt from T i by members of .:7, and let 81 be the un ion of all those memb ers
of the screen that meet Qt. If T meets only a finite number of components
of S», then some component C of Sc is such that C E e. But then
;* ¢:. (Ql U Q2)* which is contrary to the way in which we picked m.
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Conversely, let r be a centered system containing T 1 and T 2 , and
maximal with respect to the property, every finite intersection in ~' meets
an infinite number of components of Se. If rr; = 0 1, ..• , Om is a finite cover
of X by members of Y, and C, tf-~' then there exists a finite intersection
Ii of members of ~' such that O, () I, does not meet more than a finite
n
number of components of Se. If this holds for every i, then I = n Ii is a
1
finite intersection of members of ~' which meets only a finite number
of components of S». So ~' contains a member of every finite cover of X
by members of Y. m
If R EO: Y and there is a finite intersection I = n 1;, where each Ii EO: ~',
1
such that In R meets only a finite number of components 0 1 , ... , Ole
k
of Sc, then let P be the closure in X, of the component of S in (U O;)c.
1
Since P, cA, ... , Ok is a finite cover of X by members of Y, P EO: ~', and
P n I () R=0. Thus r is maximal centered and, clearly, ~* EO: S*-8.
Lemma 2. If ~* EO: X* doesn't have a connected neighborhood trace
filter, then there exists 0 EO: .911;* such that, if P EO: .911;* and PC 0, then
P has an infinite number of components, and the closure of any component
of P is not a member of ~*. Consequently, every finite intersection in ~'
meets an infinite number of the components of P. Furthermore, we may
assume 0 is the union of two open disjoint sets neither of which is a
member of .911;*'
Proof of lemma 2. We can find 8 1 , .•. , Sn EO: Y such that for all
n
i= 1, ... , n, ~* tf- S;* and (( U Si)c) is contained in some member of .911;*
1
which is the union of two open disjoint sets, Q1 and Q2 neither of which
n
is in .911;*' Let 0 EO: .911;* be such that 0 C (U S;)c. If PC 0 and P EO: .911;*
1
and 0 is the closure of a component of P such that 0 EO: e, then suppose
o C Q1e and let 8i be the closure in X of the component of S, in Q2c•
n
Clearly 8; () 0 = 0 and U 8i covers Q1 so Q2 EO: .911;*' a contradiction. Since
1
P contains some finite intersection of members of ~', if P has only a finite
number of components, then one of their closures would be in ~'. The
rest of the proof is trivial.
Proof of theorem 3. If the neighborhood filters of X* are not
connected, we can apply lemma 2 to find e EO: X* and S1, ... , Sn EO: Y
n




i= 1, . . . , n , and u S, is connected . If S= U St, we clearly have, by the
lemma, t hat e E S* -So 1
Conversely, if, for some S E.Y, we have S* # S, t hen by lemma 1,
we have ;* E X* such t hat t here is 0 Ed.* such t hat 0 has an infinite
number of components, none of which is in d.*. Thus by Ban aschewski 's
theorem, eit her X * is not Ic at ; * or the neighborh ood t race filters of X*
are not connected .
Re m a r k. Although it seems likely that X * lc implies t he neighborhood
trace filters are connected we have been unabl e to prove it . "Ve now give
a coup le of criteria for X * to fa il to be lc.
We say that the neighborhood trace filter of ; * is basically non splitting,
if, for 0 Ed.*, we can find P and Q in d.* such that QC P C 0 , each
compo nent of P contains a uni qu e component of Q, and P is the comple-
ment of finite unions of members of .Y none of which are members of r.
Theorem 4. If;* E X * is such that d.* is basically non split t ing
bu t not connected, then X * is not lc at ;*.
Proof of t he o re m 4. We find 0 as in lemma 2. Then we can find
n
p= (U Si )e, Q as in t he definition of basically non splitting . F or eac h
1
component C of Q let D be the component of P containing C. Then let
St be the closure in X of the component of S, in D«. Let Q= {1]* : 1]* E X*
and there exists R E d'1* such that R C Q. Then Q is an open neighborhood
n
of;* in X* , such that QC clx*(Q). Then (U (St)*) u C* is a separat ion
1
of Q. Consequent ly, dist inct compo nents of Q are contained in distinct
components of Q. Thus, by proposition 2.7 of [2], X* is not weakly locally
connected at ~*.
Theorem 5 . If there exist S l , S2, Tl, and T 2E .Ysuch that S, n S2 # 0,
T t n Si =0, T =T1 n '] '2 meets an infinite number of components of
Se (S = S1 U S2) and at most one component of T is in eac h component
of Se, t hen X* is not lc.
P roo f of theor em 5 . Well order the components of 'I' by some
limit ordinal iX . Fo r every {J E iX let CfJ be the component of Se containing
the {J't h component of T. For every ta il tfJ = {Y : Y EiX and {J <. y} let T fJ be
S U u p ((T1 U T z) n Cp), and let ~ ' be a maximal centered sys te m of X '
containing Tl, T 2, and all the T p for {J E zx , Screen St from T t t o obtain
Rf ¢: ~* such t hat S, C Rto. If R = R 1 U R2 , t hen R» is such that at most
one component of T is in each component of R»,
Fo r each component C of Re such that C n T = 0, un ion T j n C to R,
(for i # j) to get eQt J R; such that eQt E.Y. Screen eQt from T t, and for
eac h member of t he screen that meets T t add it s intersection with C to eQj,
(j # i) to get ePt E.Y. Let D be C n (eP1 U eP2). If H is a component of D ,
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then H meets either .r, or cP2. Add tt to .r, if it meets .r; When we
have done this with all components of D, we take the closure to obtain c Vi.
Let U, be the union of all cVi such that T n 0 = 0. It is easy to check that,
if U = U1 U U2 then every component of UC contains exactly one com-
ponent of T, and U, n Ti = 0. As in the proof of the previous theorem
we can now find an open neighborhood of ~* i.e. N = {1]* : 1]* E X* and
there is an ME cx
fJ
* such that Me Uc} such that distinct components of
U are contained in distinct components of N, and every neighborhood
of ~* meets an infinite number of components of U. Thus X* is not
weakly lc at ~*.
5. Examples
E x amp1e 1. The real line. It is easy to see finite intersections of Y
are screened from members of Y. Applying theorem", 4 and 6 of [5] we
see 8* =8 for all 8 E Y. So X* is Ie and so is X'. But this is trivial since
X' =X* = the two point compactification.
Example 2. The Euclidean plane. Let 0 be the open disk of radius
00
i about (n, 0). Let 0 = U O. Let 8 1 be the upper half plane intersected
1
with O>. Let 8 2 be the lower half plane intersected with O«. Let T 1 be
the subset of the plane consisting of the line y = - 1 and the segments
{(n,y): -1<y,;;;;O}, n=l, 2, .... Let T 2 be the reflection of T 1 through
the x-axis. Apply theorem 2 to see X' is not lc. Apply theorem 5 to see
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